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Description
• Reference Design of Forehead thermometer based on K32L2B

- Detailed description and function introduction of the reference design
Support 256K flash, 48 MHz arm ® cortex ® - M0 + core.  K32l2B series integrate rich analog peripherals and digital interfaces, and k32l2b series for cost sensitive, low-power battery powered 
application scenarios. It has the following characteristics:

a. The integrated multi-channel 16 bit ADC can be used to collect the signal of infrared temperature sensor and the battery voltage. At present, the 16 bit single terminal mode accuracy of k32l2b 
can reach 13.9 bits, and the differential mode can reach 14.5 bits. Using the ADC built in the chip can meet the requirements and achieve the 0.1 degree temperature measurement accuracy 
requirements.

b. 12 bit DAC provides bias voltage for external op amp; it can save an external 3V to 1.2V level conversion chip or a step-down conversion circuit built by peripheral separation devices (since 
the bias circuit of op amp only needs uA level current, at present, one DAC in the chip can meet this requirement). In addition, VREF pin can output 1.2V reference voltage internally, with load 
capacity of 1mA.

c. SLCD: the low-power segment code display supports 24x8 or 28x4 segments. The SLCD pin can be used as both segment and COM port. Even if it is not configured as SLCD pin, it can also 
be used as other IO function control port.

d. Three I2C channels (one of the two I2C channels is connected with infrared digital sensor or proximity sensor, the other is connected with high-precision digital temperature sensor, which can 
be connected with NXP pct2075 temperature sensor chip, and the reserved I2C channel uses flexio to realize standard I2C or UART or SPI communication).

e. PWM is used to drive LED indicator or buzzer alarm signal and realize voice playing function.

f. USB FS 2.0 device interface, without extra crystal.

g. The configuration of k32l2b11vlh0a 64K flash and 32K RAM can meet the needs of frontal temperature gun.

h. Features of low power consumption: the power consumption of ram and RTC is 1.96uA in the operation mode of 54 uA/MHz, and the power consumption of ram and RTC is 1.96ua in the deep 
sleep mode; the battery powered hand-held infrared thermometer gun meets the demanding requirements of system power consumption. It has a fast wake-up mode of less than 10us, which can 
wake up the main control in time to enter the operation mode.

i. 64 LQFP package, at least 5 gpios are provided to meet the user's human-machine interface setting key requirements. If the forehead temperature test module is connected to high-end i.MX 
series with large screen color display, you can choose 32 pin package, such as k32l2b11vfm0a.

j. The demand for flash capacity of forehead temperature gun is mainly the storage of calibration parameters of NTC (RT resistance temperature conversion table) and infrared temperature 
measurement (VT voltage temperature conversion table), the storage of voice data, and 64K flash can meet the requirements.

k. K32 L2b series has a wide range of product roadmap, which supports full compatibility of pin functions, expanded flash, and can add new expansion function requirements such as Bluetooth 
and QR code scanning.

l. The built-in ROM bootloader is convenient for online upgrade and temperature parameter calibration of user programs, and built-in high-precision internal clock. This function is used for factory 
firmware production configuration. Using the software GUI of the kinetics flash tool download tool provided by NXP, the firmware can be refreshed and the configuration parameters can be 
calibrated directly and conveniently through USB, without additional simulation download and debugging tools.

m. MCUXpresso config tool: an easy-to-use software configuration tool and a complete peripheral driven SDK package for user-friendly Rapid Prototyping Development . 

At present, 64 pin IO resources have been fully used, so as a temperature gun, using a single chip integrated segment code display, 64 pin packaging should be the mainstream. Of course, 
there are also 48 or 32 pin products, which generally require an external LCD display driver chip.
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Block Diagram

1. The bias voltage setting of the operational amplifier (AMP) adopts the DAC setting built
in k32l2b or VREF output. Infrared sensor can be selected with digital interface I2C output
or pure analog output.
2. If there is no key trigger, the whole system is powered off. If there is a key trigger, the
temperature detection and SLCD display will be started. If there is no key pressed for a
long time, the system will enter the power down state.
3. When the temperature measurement button is pressed, the forehead temperature gun
will use the infrared sensor to collect the temperature. The analog signal can be
converted into digital through ADC, and the microcontroller MCU will convert it into
temperature through operation (interpolation, table lookup, or linear fitting, etc.).
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Test and Download Tool by USB interface
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Documentation

Name of Document URL

Hardware design summary https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/k96HO32ek2i_FjADtdsK9g

Reference Hardware board https://www.nxp.com/part/FRDM-K32L2B3

sLCD controller reference document and software code https://www.nxp.com/docs/en/application-note/AN12579.pdf

K32L2B Low Power Mode Reference Application and software 
code

https://www.nxp.com/docs/en/application-note/AN12736.pdf
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Software

Source Code URL

ADC \boards\frdmk32l2b\driver_examples\adc16\continuous_dma

DAC \driver_examples\dac

sLCD \boards\frdmk32l2b\driver_examples\slcd

Low Power \boards\frdmk32l2b\demo_apps\power_mode_switch

Software Summary https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/QVCeW1RS57tAYaDi8mQ7Lw
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Development Boards and Tools (Including SW) URL

MCUXpresso IDE https://www.nxp.com/design/software/development-
software/mcuxpresso-software-and-tools/mcuxpresso-
integrated-development-environment-ide:MCUXpresso-IDE

MCUXpresso Config Tools https://www.nxp.com/design/software/development-
software/mcuxpresso-software-and-tools/mcuxpresso-config-
tools-pins-clocks-peripherals:MCUXpresso-Config-Tools

SDK https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com/en/welcome

Development and Debug Tools
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Products (Optional)
Product Category NXP Part Number URL

MCU K32L2B https://www.nxp.com/products/processors-and-
microcontrollers/arm-microcontrollers/general-
purpose-mcus/k32-l-series-cortex-m4-m0-plus/k32-
l2-ultra-low-power-highly-integrated-mcu:K32-L2

SIP PCT2075 https://www.nxp.com/products/sensors/ic-digital-
temperature-sensors/ic-bus-fm-plus-1-degree-c-
accuracy-digital-temperature-sensor-and-thermal-
watchdog:PCT2075

NTAG NTAG 5(NTP53x2) /NTAG I2C plus(NT3H2x11) NXP客栈
https://open.weixin.qq.com/connect/oauth2/authorize
?appid=wxc43c1fdad2df45a8&redirect_uri=http%3a
%2f%2fnxpweb.eblast.cn%2fweixin%2ftoken&respon
se_type=code&scope=snsapi_userinfo&state=http%3
a%2f%2fnxpweb.eblast.cn%2fApplication#wechat_re
direct

https://www.nxp.com/products/rfid-nfc/nfc-hf/ntag/nfc-
tags-for-electronics/ntag-5-link-nfc-forum-compliant-
ic-bridge-for-iot-on-demand:NTAG5-LINK
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Development Boards and Tools (Including SW) URL

MCUXpresso IDE https://www.nxp.com/design/software/development-
software/mcuxpresso-software-and-tools/mcuxpresso-
integrated-development-environment-ide:MCUXpresso-IDE

MCUXpresso Config Tools https://www.nxp.com/design/software/development-
software/mcuxpresso-software-and-tools/mcuxpresso-config-
tools-pins-clocks-peripherals:MCUXpresso-Config-Tools

SDK https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com/en/welcome

Development and Debug Tools




